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Working for Enjoin is extraordinary because you aren’t just recognized as a number! You are part of an amazing team 
that always aims to enforce the Enjoin core values of innovation, empowerment, collaboration, respect, and community. 
I’ve been with the company for over a decade and can honestly say this has been the case from day one.

Andrea M., RHIT, CCS, CCS-P, CCDS,
Senior Clinical Coding Analyst

When you love what you do, it’s a vocation and when 
you love the company that you work for, it’s a gift. I enjoy 
the challenge, growth, and collaborative environment 
within our team at Enjoin.

Michele G., RHIT, CCS,
Senior Clinical Coding Analyst

It’s so gratifying to work with an incredibly talented group of people 
that give me daily opportunities to grow and enhance my clinical and 
coding skills.  After nine years at this company, the fact that I still feel 
inspired, motivated, and excited as I did when I first started, makes 
Enjoin a truly special place.  I’ve found my work “home” at Enjoin!

Bethany D., RHIT, CCS, CCDS,
Senior Clinical Coding Analyst

Enjoin is truly the best company that is committed to excellence in coding and clinical 
documentation.  It has been a very rewarding experience in the 17 years working with the 
company and I continue to advance my knowledge and be challenged every day.  
Everyone has exceptional professionalism reflecting the values and integrity of Enjoin. 

Edgar B., CCS,
Senior Clinical Coding Analyst

I have worked as a Coder/Auditor for over 25 years, and 
I can truly say Enjoin has provided me with the best of 
everything including clinical knowledge, educational 
opportunities, personal and professional development, 
flexibility and respect as a valued member of an 
extraordinary team. With over a decade at Enjoin, I 
recognize their commitment to meeting and exceeding 
the expectations of both employees and clients.

Mary M., RHIT, CCS, CRC,
Clinical Coding Analyst

 

Lessons from Lifelong Learners



“

Explore the Enjoin Advantage

Enjoin provides comprehensive clinical documentation integrity solutions 
that are physician-led and quality-driven focusing on documentation and 
coding excellence to accurately represent the complete patient story.

Our passion and innovation for CDI Best Practice are like no other. If 
you’re a dedicated professional who shares our values and is passionate 
about telling the patient’s story, contact us today.

Empowerment. Collaboration. 
Lifelong Learners. 

We are Enjoin.

Interested in becoming a clinical coding analyst and enhancing
your professional development? Visit enjoincdi.com/careers
to learn more about this challenging and important role.
 

(844) ENJOIN1       
www.enjoincdi.com       

careers@enjoincdi.com

Education and Experience

•  CCS and/or CCDS/CDIP required RHIA, RHIT, 
or RN preferred

•  Minimum 7 years inpatient coding and/or 
auditing

•  Experience at a tertiary hospital or consulting
company

•  Complete knowledge of ICD-10-CM Coding
Guidelines, AHA Coding Clinic and Medicare 
regulations

Benefits

•  Extremely competitive salary with monthly 
bonus opportunity

•  Referral bonus for coding and CDI experts
•  401K
•  PTO upon hire and 7 paid holidays 

(additional personal days added after year 1)
•  Medical, dental, and vision
•  Flexible Spending Account
•  Laptop and other necessary equipment provided
•  Work Remote
•  Company Retreat

Why EnJOIN our Team?

• Interact with physicians on a daily basis
• Enhance coding skills and improve clinical knowledge
• Connect the dots with coding and the clinical story
• Maintain a higher level of clinical and coding competency
• Experience unique ICD-10 professional development

Lessons from Lifelong Learners


